Network ‘n+i’ gathers 50 French Engineering Institutes of higher education (Grandes Ecoles d’Ingénieurs). Network “n+i” trains highly qualified, multilingual engineers who can lead effectively on international projects in a multicultural environment. Network “n+i” programs cover all fields of science, technology and engineering with various duration from 10 days programs up to doctorate (and masters). www.nplusi.com

Since 1998, Network ‘n+i’ welcomed and trained 3 000 international engineers (masters) of 80 different nationalities (and 40 % of women). The common point of these programs is to train, to the most recent technologies, the engineers and the decision-makers with international vocation to meet needs of companies, institutions, organizations.

◆ MAIN PROGRAMMES OF STUDY
- Engineering Sciences
- Aerospace
- Automobile, Transport
- Civil engineering, Architecture
- Sustainable development
- Agriculture
- Biotechnologies
- Environment
- Computer Sciences
- Electronics, Electrical
- Telecom
- Materials
- Physics
- Chemistry, Chemical Engineering
- Production, Industrial, Mechanical
- Applied Mathematics

◆ RESEARCH
All fields of Engineering in a broad sense: with 50 members, ‘n+i’ can always find a research laboratory working on a specific domain.

◆ STRENGTHS
A single application offers access to 50 Engineering Institutes and to a complete assistance.
- Preparation of a study plan: On-line catalogue of training, personalized interviews, MCQ.
- Path to success personalized.
- Cultural Integration Package (PIC): Personal assistance and follow-up from the arrival in France up to graduation.
- Linguistic Integration Package (FIL): Intensive French courses in France before the engineering training.
- Methodological Integration Package (PIM): A period of methodological, academic and linguistic adaptation as a part of the engineering training.
- Relation with companies, and professional training.

◆ LOCATION
The 50 engineering institutes members of Network ‘n+i’ are spread over all regions of France.

◆ IDENTIFY FORM
- Precise name of the institution Réseau n+i
- Type of institution French non-profit association.
- City where the main campus is located Paris (France)
- Number of students 25 000
- Percentage or number of international students 20%
- Type and level of qualifications awarded PreMasters - Masters - Post-Master - Fier - DOC (pre-Doc), Doctorates
- French language courses Yes - Intensive French classes proposed to students in specialized centres.
- Programs for international students Yes - ‘Paths to success’ packages for international students.
- Programs in English Yes - Depending upon the engineering institutes and upon the training selected.
- Registration fees/year (for information only) Extremely variable regarding of the trainings. From 1300 euros per year.
- Postal address 7 avenue de la Porte de Vanves - 75014 Paris - FRANCE

http://www.nplusi.com